Door Tissue Dispenser and Trash Receptacle

Safe-T-Gard ™
Door Tissue Dispenser
and Trash Receptacle
It’s an idea and real life innovation whose time has come. The first
system to enable a virtually touchless exit and clutter-free washroom,
it protects the one place where personal hygiene, public health and
your image intersect every day.

“How thoughtful.”

Cleanliness matters —
in perception and reality.
Not only is there heightened
awareness about the dangers
of cross-contamination in
food service, healthcare,
office buildings and other
public settings, American
workers miss approximately
578 million work days a year
due to illness.* That’s billions
in lost productivity.
* National Center for Health Statistics:
National Health Interview Survey, 2004

Unsightly garbage: Regardless of whether a
restroom is disinfected properly, unsightly
garbage can make it appear unsanitary.
Studies show that people often use a towel
on door handles when leaving restrooms
and if a garbage receptacle isn’t nearby,
they often drop the towel on the floor.*
One smart defense is the Safe-T-Gard™
Door Tissue Dispenser and Trash
Receptacle. This sleek, wall-mounted
system lets clean hands avoid washroom
door handles with less clutter.
One-at-a-time tissue dispensing reduces
waste at the source, stemming the tide of
clumped, paper towel litter and eliminating
the need for a large — often overflowing —
trash bin at the door. Staff and patrons
alike appreciate the convenience of the
companion trash receptacle.

* Hospital Solutions, February 2006 Issue

First of its kind in the marketplace,
this convenient dispense-and-dispose system
— Encourages a more hygienic, touchless
and uncluttered washroom experience
— Demonstrates concern for the health and well-being
of employees and patrons by eliminating trash
that potentially breeds bacteria
— Enhances your décor with 3 finish options and a
lightweight, compact design that fits in tight corners
— Installs easily and can be drilled or even
tape-mounted to the wall, maintaining
the look of upscale interiors
— Eliminates the need for an unsightly trash bin
by the washroom door

Elevate the washroom experience — and your image

Reduce waste and improve efficiencies
— One-at-at-time portion controlled dispensing
reduces waste at the source and curbs
excessive paper towel usage and floor litter
— High-quality Safe-T-Gard two-ply tissues
are substantial, yet less costly than
paper towels
— With 8,000 tissues per case (40 packs of 200)
and a dispenser that holds 400 tissues at
a time, the Safe-T-Gard system makes for
efficient storage and infrequent restocking
— The trash receptacle accepts standard
can liners and offers a lift-out collar for quick
liner replacement. The quick-release hatch
at the base permits fast trash removal without
disturbing the stationary unit

Welcome To The Future of Clean™
More than just a thoughtful convenience. An active deterrent to discarded
paper towel mess. And a sleek reminder to practice hygienic self-defense.
The Safe-T-Gard Door Tissue Dispenser and Trash Receptacle is one of many
Georgia-Pacific innovations making the touchless washroom of the future
a reality today.
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Item
Description

Dispenser
Dimensions (WxDxH)

Case
Dimensions (LxWxH)

Gross
Weight

Case
Cube

Products
Per Case

10440

Tissue (Sheet Size: 10" x 4")

NA

19.188 x 13.688 x 8.625

15.4

1.31

8000

59513

Smoke Dispenser & Receptacle

NA

33.438 x 8.5 x 11.375

3.76

1.87

1

59506

Smoke Dispenser

6.5" x 4.0" x 11.25"

6.875 x 4.313 x 11.75

1.16

0.20

1

59507

Smoke Receptacle

8.25" x 4.375" x 11.25"

8.5 x 4.625 x 22

2.58

0.50

1

59508

Splash Blue Dispenser & Receptacle

NA

33.438 x 8.5 x 11.375

3.76

1.87

1

59509

Splash Blue Dispenser

6.5" x 4.0" x 11.25"

6.875 x 4.313 x 11.75

1.16

0.20

1

59510

Splash Blue Receptacle

8.25" x 4.375" x 11.25"

8.5 x 4.625 x 22

2.58

0.50

1

59502

Brushed Stainless Dispenser & Receptacle

NA

33.438 x 8.5 x 11.375

3.76

1.87

1

59503

Brushed Stainless Dispenser

6.5" x 4.0" x 11.25"

6.875 x 4.313 x 11.75

1.16

0.20

1

59504

Brushed Stainless Receptacle

8.25" x 4.375" x 11.25"

8.5 x 4.625 x 22

2.58

0.50

1

59513

Not intended for door mount

59508

59502

At Georgia-Pacific, we believe innovation is essential. It drives us to satisfy every customer we touch, keeps us at the
forefront of every industry we serve, and gives you confidence that Georgia-Pacific products are the best for your company.
Georgia-Pacific. Innovative people, products and systems building confidence for your business every day.

For more solutions from Georgia-Pacific, call Georgia-Pacific Commercial Products at 1-866-HELLO GP (435-5647) or visit
www.gp.com/awayfromhome.
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